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Abstract

We report a single case analysis of a recorded emergency call with particular reference to the use of the non-recognitional categorical person reference ‘a personal doctor’ in the sequential context created by the Medical Priority Dispatch System (MPDS) protocol routinely used by the emergency services. We describe both the position and the composition of the turn in which this categorical person reference is deployed in order to analyse the action accomplished by its selection. We show how this category reference is selected to support the action in which the speaker is otherwise engaged, which is to resist the sequential trajectory proposed by his interlocutor (giving instructions for cardiopulmonary resuscitation). Our analysis makes two key contributions: 1) it provides a concrete detailed exemplar of how analysts can ground claims about category-bound inferences in the empirical practices of talk in interaction and 2) it extends existing work on emergency calls by relating their sequential structure to the MPDS protocol.
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1. Introduction

The single-case analysis reported here analyses the use of a categorical person reference in the sequential context of an emergency call. It is distinctive in (a) exposing the use of a categorical person reference to accomplish ‘resistance’ to the trajectory of action proposed by another speaker and (b) relating the sequential unfolding of an emergency call to the Medical Priority Dispatch System (MPDS) protocol which is supposed to underpin it.

There is a long history of research on how speakers use categories (‘baby’, ‘mother’, ‘doctor’ etc.) in talk-in-interaction, beginning with the ground-breaking work of Harvey Sacks (1995) and the two distinct research traditions that emerged from his approach: Conversation Analysis which focuses on the sequential organisation of talk (e.g. Schegloff 2007), and Membership Categorization Analysis (e.g. Hester & Eglin 1997). Despite some recent attempts to unite them (e.g. Stokoe 2012), these two branches of Sacks’s work have ‘developed largely in isolation from one another’
(Plunket 2009: 24) and, as Stokoe (2013: 279) points out, ‘categories and sequences have rarely been studied concurrently’. 

Equally, there is a long history of conversation analytic research on calls to the emergency services, but curiously none of it engages with the Medical Priority Dispatch System (MPDS, http://www.prioritydispatch.net). The MPDS, originally invented by Dr. Jeff Clawson in the late 1970s and subsequently developed, updated and constantly refined by the National Academy of Emergency Medical Dispatchers, is generally accepted as the international standard for emergency medical dispatch care and practice (Clawson & Dernoceour 2003). Most conversation analytic work relies on the five-part structure proposed by Zimmerman (1984) which proposes that emergency calls consist of: Opening, request, interrogative series, response and closing. The MPDS protocol in which emergency dispatchers are trained advocates that dispatchers begin with a call receipt (broadly, Zimmerman’s ‘opening’); it omits any reference to a ‘request’ (perhaps because it is focused on what dispatchers should do rather than on what callers might say) and moves straight to ‘Case entry interrogation’ and the ‘Four Commandment’ questions which define what Zimmerman refers to as an ‘interrogative series’. As prescribed by the protocol, the questions in this series are organised by reference to a algorithmic flow-chart and designed to arrive at crucial diagnostic information as rapidly and efficiently as possible. Although conversation analysis of emergency calls frequently describe an ‘interrogative series’, none of them relate this to the series of questions proposed in the MPDS in which the dispatchers whose talk is being analysed have been trained (see for example Whalen & Zimmerman 1990; Chase 2014; Garcia 2015). Meanwhile, a parallel stream of research evaluates the MPDS system, correlating protocol compliance/adaptations with outcome measures (e.g. Heward 2004; Cheung et al. 2007) but without using conversation analysis. Our analysis uses the protocol, and observed departure from it, as a resource for inspecting the sequential unfolding of an emergency call. This MPDS protocol provides the context within which the use of a category to divert a sequential trajectory can be understood.

Researchers who are interested in how categories are selected and used in talk-in-interaction have observed that they are not merely taxonomic labels but are deployed to support or constitute the actions speakers mean to be doing with their turns (Schegloff 2007a: 471). In selecting categories for reference, a speaker is ‘fitting the precise referring expression to the type of pragmatic action that they are otherwise performing’ (Stivers 2007: 73). A key issue is ‘[h]ow … the ordinary workings of talk or other conduct in interaction serve to get categorization devices made relevant or activated for the parties’ (Schegloff 2007a: 477). This paper offers a conversation analytic case study of a categorical person reference as it is deployed in a single interaction. Single-case analyses can be particularly useful for explicating analytical nuances that are uncommon or may be obscured by larger scale studies (cf. Schegloff 1987; Toerien & Kitzinger 2007; Whalen et al. 1988). We will show how a categorical person reference is used to resist the course of action that is being pursued by an interlocutor and how the inferences it makes relevant influence the ongoing interaction. 

It is common for researchers to assert (following Sacks 1972a, b) that categories are consequential in talk, since they lead to inferences about the people so categorised and the kinds of activities in which they might engage (i.e. categories are ‘inference-rich’ and associated with ‘category-bound activities’). This means that categories store
‘a great deal of the knowledge that members of a society have about the society’ (Sacks 1995: 40–41). As analysts, our task is to ‘discover’ what it is that members know, and not to impose what we already know (as co-cultural members) upon the data. For example, as cultural members, we know that someone categorised as ‘a doctor’ is, by virtue of that category membership, presumed competent to perform cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR), but that no such competence is associated with someone categorised as ‘a Freemason’ or ‘a bankrupt’. However, Schegloff (2007a) cautions against using our vernacular knowledge as cultural members to warrant such claims, ‘There must be analysis to show the claim is grounded in the conduct of the parties, not in the beliefs of the writer’ (Schegloff 2007a: 476). That is the approach exemplified here; our analysis explores the relationship between an articulated category (such as doctor) and the actions of the turn, the sequence, and the overall trajectory of the interaction.

The present analysis draws on and contributes to the conversation analytic literature on person reference (Lerner & Kitzinger 2007; Sacks & Schegloff 1979; Schegloff 1996) and membership categorization (Kitzinger 2005; Kitzinger & Rickford 2007; Sacks 1972a, b; Schegloff 2007a; Stokoe 2009; Wilkinson & Kitzinger 2003). In particular, we aim to build on this work by showing how analysts’ understanding of the inferences associated with a category can be grounded in speakers’ practices.

2. The data

We focus on a categorical person reference used in the course of a nearly two-minute emergency call made to the Los Angeles Fire Department at 12:21pm on June 25, 2009. The call was released to major news companies and is widely available online (e.g., http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/8121884.stm). We recommend that readers listen to the call in advance of, and in conjunction with, reading this article. A complete Jeffersonian transcript is provided in the Appendix. Extracts are numbered as they appear in the text, with line numbers corresponding to the full transcript. In addition, in order to better understand the interaction in our target 911 call (and given the absence of any previous conversation analytic research on the MPDS), we have found it useful to make comparisons with other recent (especially Californian) publicly available 911 calls which provide evidence about how the MPDS is usually oriented to by the dispatcher (and hence provide a means of warranting our observation of a departure from it in our target call). Extracts are provided and the data described as they become relevant.

The two speakers in our target call are the caller (Clr) and an emergency medical dispatcher (EMD) at a 911 public safety answering point, trained in the MPDS in accordance with the California Emergency Medical Services dispatch program guidelines (Watson et al. 2003) Although he does not self-identify by name on the audiotape, it is now known (and the Caller would himself have known at the time) that he was Mr. Alberto Alvarez, a security guard for Michael Jackson, the ‘King of Pop’ and one of the most commercially successful popular music artists of all time. He is making the call on behalf of Michael Jackson – referred to as ‘a gentleman here that needs help’. It is also apparent from the call that there are at least two people present (in addition to Michael Jackson, who is not conscious). On the EMD’s side, there is another EMD who makes a brief intervention. On the caller’s side, there is ‘a personal doctor here’ who is briefly audible in the background. That doctor was known to the Caller as
Dr. Conrad Murray, Jackson’s personal physician. At the time of the call he was administering CPR.

Some additional ethnographic context is useful in understanding the context of the call and what the Caller would have known at the time of making the call. In his subsequent court testimony he said that he had been summoned to the room by Dr. Conrad Murray and that Michael Jackson appeared to him to be already dead at that point. He said he asked the doctor what had happened and was told that Jackson had a ‘bad reaction’. The doctor then instructed him to bag up medical items – vials and a saline bag from an IV stand – before calling the emergency services about 25 minutes later (The Telegraph 2011). The post-mortem examination revealed that the medications propofol and lorazepam were the primary substances responsible for Jackson’s death, (Moore 2009) and Conrad was convicted of involuntary manslaughter and sentenced to four years in prison (Deutsch 2011).

3. Analysis

The target of our analysis is the categorical person reference a personal doctor (line 52) produced just over one minute into the conversation. Person reference and membership categorization are ‘quite distinct activities’ (Schegloff 2007b: 456), but here referring to a person is accomplished using a category of which the referent is a member (‘a personal doctor’). Our analysis describes (1) the position and (2) the composition of the turn in which the categorical person reference is deployed and then (3) focuses on the way in which the category is analysably selected in order to mobilize particular inferences in the service of the action in which the speaker is engaged.

3.1. Position

The position of our target turn can be described in two ways: (1) in relation to the overall structural organisation of the call as a whole and (2) in its immediate sequential context.

3.1.1. Overall structural organisation

This call conforms very closely to the MPDS protocol. It opens with an EMD response to the call (extract 1), which covers the first two ‘elements’ or phases of MPDS protocol-driven questioning:

(1) (Call to 911 Emergency Service made on 25 June 2009)
01 EMD: Fire ‘n paramedics thirty three what is the address
02 of your emergency:

Phase 1 is Call receipt: the identification of the service the caller has reached (as at line Fire ‘n paramedics thirty three (line 1). Phase 2 Case entry interrogation, i.e. a request for address and phone number, and this is launched with ‘What is the address of your
emergency’, lines 1-2). The second phase continues (extract 2) with the Caller’s response to the question about his address (lines 6-8), a confirmation check (lines 9-10), and a question and answer about the Caller’s number.

(2) (Call to 911 Emergency Service made on 25 June 2009)
03 Clr: Yes Sir. I need to I- I- I need an am_ bulance
04 as soon as p ossible sir.
05 EMD: kay Sir.=What’s your a: ddress.
06 Clr: It’s one hundred (.) North Carolwood Drive .hh
07 Los An_ geles California: hh Nine zero zero
08 seven seven.
09 EMD: Did y’say Carolwood_
10 Clr: Carolwood Drive yes: hh .hh
11 (1.5)/((Background conversation))
12 EMD: Okay Sir ‘n what’s the phone number you’re 
13 callin’ from.
14 ((deleted material here))
15 EMD: And what’s the problem.=Exactly what happened.
16 (0.5)

Phase 3 begins with line 15 and continues to line 33 – again in a ‘textbook’ fashion (extracts 3 & 4). The MPDS literature refers to this phase as the Four commandments/questions (also called pre-entry primary survey, Clawson 2000). It consists of elicitation of a description of the chief complaint/medical problem (lines 15-21), the patient’s age (lines 23-25), the status of consciousness and the status of breathing (lines 26-32).

(3) (Call to 911 Emergency Service made on 25 June 2009)
15 EMD: And what’s the problem.=Exactly what happened.
16 (0.5)
17 Clr: Uh sir I have a: we have a: .hh a: a: gentleman 
18 here that needs he:lp and he:’s not brea:thing
19 yet. .hhh he’s not breathing and we need 
20 tuh- we’re p- tryin’ tah pump him but he’s not 
21 (0.2) he[’s not br*eathin[ so:
22 EMD: [ O k a : y . ]
23 EMD: Oka:y how old is ‘e.
24 (.)
25 Clr: He’s uh fifty years old sir.= 
26 EMD: =Fifty: _ Oka:y .hhh (.) He’s unconscious he’s 
27 not brea:thing;_
28 (;)
29 Clr: Yes he’s not breathing sir.
30 EMD: Okay and ‘e’s not conscious eithe:rc
31 [(He’s) not breathin’]
32 Clr: [ N o h e ’s n o t ] conscious si[:r.]
33 EMD: [O]ka:y.
34 ( ) .hh (1.0)/(Get ‘im on the floor)
Phase 4 is *Immediate dispatch (when necessary)*. In the current call, this happens off-line (lines 33-34). High performance MPD centres have two dispatchers for each emergency call, one to engage with the caller and the other to dispatch emergency units (Ornato 2009). A second dispatcher is just audible off-line apparently relaying the address to the paramedics dispatched to the scene (not transcribed). In our call, however, there are no *post-dispatch instructions* (as recommended by the protocol), to inform the caller that the ambulance has been sent, or that CPR instructions will be given in anticipation of its arrival. Instead CPR instructions are initiated right away (at line 35), and information about what the instructions are for and about the imminent arrival of the ambulance are instead provided later as reassuring responses to concerns raised by the caller (see lines 45-47). With the exception noted above, the EMD’s talk displays close compliance to the MPDS protocol, and these four elements occupy the first 50 seconds of the call (until line 33).

Phase 5, *Pre-arrival instructions*, is then launched in accordance with the MPDS protocol for patients who are not conscious and not breathing. The EMD (possibly prompted by another dispatcher just audible at line 34) then launches this next phase, which consists of standardised instruction in basic life support skills. These instructions included the Heimlich manoeuver (for choking), emergency childbirth instructions, and – as here – cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) for cardiac arrest¹ (Clawson 2000).

Overall, neurologically-intact survival rate for out-of-hospital cardiac arrest in Los Angeles was 1.4%, and 2.1% for patients who receive bystander CPR (Eckstein et al. 2005). Average time (in Seattle) from the start of the MPDS-driven call to the start of CPR instructions is 75 seconds (Berdowski 2009: 2096). Since delayed recognition of cardiac arrest is attributable in part to vague descriptions of breathing and agonal (shallow and/or gasping) breathing (Berdowski 2009: 2096), the prompt launch of CPR instructions here (at 51 seconds) is attributable to the clear and reiterated report that the patient is ‘not breathing’ (lines 18, 19, 21 and 29).

(4) (Call to 911 Emergency Service made on 25 June 2009)

34

    ( ) .hh (1.0)/(Get ‘im on the floor)

¹ These scripts are regularly reviewed, their efficacy monitored, and their wording changed accordingly. It has not been possible to identify the precise script used by this particular dispatcher, but we have access to several variants of it (e.g., on CPR instruction, Deakin et al. 2007; Roppolo et al. 2005). The 8-point version of the CPR script supplied in Deakin et al. (2006: 438) starts as follows:

1. Patient to phone.
   Listen carefully and I’ll tell you how to help her/him.
   Get her/him as close to the phone as possible.
   Do not hang up. Do it now and tell me when it’s done.
   Where is she/he now?

2. Check airway.
   Listen carefully.
   (Not breathing) Lay her/him flat on her/his back on the floor (ground) and remove any pillows.
   Kneel next to her/him and look in the mouth for food or vomit (sick). Is there anything in the mouth?
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35 EMD: Alright. >D'you have 'im- What- Is 'e on the
36 Clr: floor:ry:Where is 'e at right no:wh:kle:
37 EMD: He’s on the bed sir. He’s on the [bed:d].
38 EMD: [ Oka:]ly let’s
clear
39 get ‘im on the floor,
40 (0.5)
41 EMD: Okay?
42 EMD: Okay let’s get ‘im down to the floor.:=I’m gunna
43 help you with CPR right no:w oka::y
44 (.)
45 EMD: We need ‘im to get- we need a: [(                )]
46 EMD: [Yes: We’re] already
47 on our way the:re. We’re on our way.:=I’m
48 gunna do [what I ]can tuh help you over the pho:ne.
49 Clr:        [(        )]
50 EMD: We’re already on our wa:y.

The scripted CPR protocol requires the dispatcher first to enquire about where the patient is right now (as at lines 35-36) and then to instruct the caller to *lay him flat on his back on the floor* (lines 38-39). There is no provision for asking permission or gaining informed consent, both of which are now considered forms of dispatcher malpractice. With the sole exception of expected deaths with the confirmed presence of a Do Not Resuscitate order, dispatchers are trained to presume that the caller consents to carrying out life-saving attempts, and that the patient consents to receiving them (Clawson 1991). Nonetheless, it is very common for callers to refuse to follow emergency CPR instructions. One study found that across 168 CPR-instruction-relevant calls, only 25 people actually received CPR. Leading reasons why CPR was not administered were that callers explicitly refused to do CPR (18%) and callers disconnected the phone before instructions were complete (19%). The remainder were either emotionally or physically unable to comply (Lerner et al., 2008).

This caller, too, is resisting CPR instructions. The first evidence of resistance is his lack of response (line 40) and his delayed *okay* (line 41), which, although at face value a compliance marker, has upward intonation conveying some problem with understanding why this instruction is issued. The EMD apparently hears it this way, as he reissues the instruction (line 42) and provides an account for it (*I’m gunna help you with CPR right now*, lines 42-3) with a tag question designed to elicit acceptance (*okay*, line 43). Further resistance follows, however. First the silence (line 44) where the caller is not accepting the EMD’s proposal of help with CPR, then an explicit alternative proposal – that the patient needs hospital treatment/an ambulance (although the last word is lost in overlapping talk, line 45). The EMD tackles the caller’s objection by accepting the need for trained medical assistance (*Yes*, line 46) and reassuring the caller that help is on its way such that his own CPR efforts would be merely an interim measure (lines 46-48). He continues in the face of an incipient interruptive turn from the caller (line 49), recycles the reassurance that *we’re already on our way* (line 50) and then continues to hold the floor with a big pre-beginning in-breath and a new turn constructional unit which initiates a new action.

Dispatchers are taught that if callers interrupt the EMD’s pre-arrival instructions with questions or concerns about whether the ambulance is on its way, this is due to
‘gaps’ (the term is not used in the conversation analytic sense here) in the EMD’s interrogation and treatment talk that allow the caller to seize control of what should properly be a dispatcher-directed interaction (Clawson & Dernocoeur 2003). ‘Avoided gaps’ is one of the assessment items on the Medical Dispatch Case Evaluation Record used in assessing EMD compliance with the protocol (Dispatch Magazine Online, retrieved January 30, 2010). In this call, the EMD avoids any such ‘gaps’ and seeks to re-establish control and avert further resistance from the caller. He holds on to his turn and momentarily sidesteps the CPR issue, instead asking about the onset of the patient’s medical problem (line 50, see analysis below). It is in response to this attempt to regain control that the caller produces the categorical person reference.

One way of describing the position of our target person reference formulation, then, is that it arises in the context of the EMD’s attempt to issue pre-arrival instructions for performing CPR to a resistant caller, i.e. one who has not indicated willingness to comply with these instructions and who has proposed (what he, the caller, has treated as) an alternative course of action.

3.1.2. Immediate sequential context

A second way of describing the position of the target person reference formulation is in its immediate sequential context. It is selected as part of the design of the second pair part of an adjacency pair (Schegloff 2007c: 13) in which the speaker is answering a question.

(5) (Call to 911 Emergency Service made on 25 June 2009)
50 EMD: ...hhhh Did anybody see him?
51 (0.2)
52 Clr: Yes uhm we have a personal: doctor here with him sir.

The EMD’s question (at line 50, extract 5) is a poorly designed version of a key question in the cardiac/respiratory arrest protocol, *did you see what happened*. Some version of this question is standard across the contemporary 911 emergency calls we have accessed on the web. It is designed to establish whether the person who is not conscious and not breathing may have, for example, been electrocuted, choked on something, reported chest pain, or been hit on the head. Answers are relevant to the provision of subsequent pre-arrival instruction and may also be passed to responding paramedics and may influence, for example, the kind of equipment they initially take to the patient on arrival. The question is usually formatted as *did anybody see what happened* or – as subsequently recycled in the current call – *did anybody witness what happened* (line 66). Recipients usually display their understanding of this question as designed to elicit an account of what may have precipitated the patient’s collapse by giving, in the next turn, an account of the patient’s prior physical condition. For example, in another (Californian) 911 call made a few months after the call under analysis here, also on behalf of an adult who is not breathing, the recipient responds by reporting the patient’s prior symptoms (lines 2-3, extract 6).
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(6) (Mother calling 911 on behalf of Brittany Murphy, 8:00 20 December 2009; http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5pnHf0_b6-U)

01 EMD: Did anybody see what happened?
02 Clr: .hhhh ((sobbing in-breath)) She was dizzy she
couldn’t walk right she’s got a cold .hhhh
03 oh my go(h)d huh huh

Whereas the responsive turn in extract 6 cooperates with the diagnostic agenda of the question, the responsive turn in extract 7 does not. Instead of reporting on the patient’s observable state prior to collapse, the caller reports the identity of the person who was in a position to make such observations. Notice that when this question-answer pair is recycled (lines 66-70), the EMD treats the answer (Just the doctor sir, line 68) as unsatisfactory (by waiting for a more adequate response, line 69) and follows up on The doctor’s been the only one here (line 70) by pursuing a report of what the doctor might have seen (So’d the doctor see what happened, line 71) – a question which the caller relays to the doctor (line 72) who also (line 73) apparently declines to provide any account for the patient’s condition.

(7) (Call to 911 Emergency Service made on 25 June 2009)

66 EMD: Did anybody witness what happened?
67 (0.5)
68 Clr: Uh no. Just the doctor sir.
69 (.)
70 Clr: The doctor’s been the only one here.
71 EMD: Okay. So’d the doctor see what happened?
72 Clr: Uh uhm Doctor did you see what happened sir.
73 Doc: ((from distance)) ( ) come.
74 Clr: ( ) Sir you just-.hh uh uhm if you can please

None of these three question-answer pairs (lines 50-52; lines 66-70; and lines 71-73) about what might have been seen to have happened to cause the patient to stop breathing is answered with the sort of information which (on the basis of what has subsequently emerged about the conditions under which Michael Jackson went into cardiac arrest) it could have been, i.e. something like: ‘He was given propofol about an hour and a half ago because he couldn’t sleep – and he had diazepam, lorazepam and midazolam earlier today’. Neither the Caller (who has just arrived on the scene and may not have this information) nor the doctor to whom he subsequently relays the reissued question (lines 66 and 71) provides this information or anything like it. Thus a second way of describing the position of our target person reference formulation is in terms of its local sequential position as a second pair part that responds to the format of the question (who witnessed the collapse) but not to the action it is designed to implement (establishing what precipitants of the collapse that person might have seen) so as to assist resuscitation attempts.
3.2. Composition

Conversation analysts have used the concept of ‘resistance’ to refer to turns at talk that ‘either decline to fully address the topical or action agenda of the question, or shift to a different agenda, or both (Bull 1994; Bull & Mayer 1993; Clayman & Heritage 2002a; Ekstrom 2009a; Greatbatch 1986a; Harris 1991)’ (Clayman 2013: 647). We have already described the Caller’s response to the turns ‘Let’s get him on the floor’ (lines 38-39) and ‘I’m gunna help you with CPR now okay’ as ‘resistant’ since both propose a course of action (preparing to initiate CPR and accepting instruction to do so) with which the Caller does not cooperate. For the EMD, the response to the turn ‘Did anybody see him’ is also one that fails to address the topical agenda of the question – since we know from the MPDS protocol what this question is designed to elicit. Since the question is – on this occasion – poorly designed for the job it is intended to do, the ‘resistance’ may not be designedly obstructive in the way that the earlier responsive turns seem to be, but its effect nonetheless is clearly to block the action trajectory (initiating CPR) which the dispatcher is pursuing, and it does so more effectively than the previous ‘resistant’ responses (in that the dispatcher finally ceases his attempts to pursue CPR instruction).

Resistance has been explored by conversation analysts across a range of institutional contexts, including news interviews (Clayman 2013) and medical settings, e.g. resistance to professional advice (Heritage & Sefi 1992), resistance to medical diagnosis (Gill 2010), and resistance to treatment recommendations (Koenig 2011). Resistance in emergency calls has been described in the form of rude, abusive, and hysterical behaviour (e.g. Clawson 1986; Tracy & Tracy 1998; Whalen et al. 1988; Zimmerman 1992). By contrast, this caller displays resistance in talk that is hearably ‘polite’ and ‘formal’. Compositional features of the turn (Yes uhm we have a personal doctor here with him sir, line 52) that contribute to this formality (and are consistent with the speaker’s talk elsewhere in this conversation) are:

   a) the formal address term sir (used repeatedly throughout this call), which displays a respectful stance toward the addressee. It is culturally appropriate for the caller to use formal terms of address and data extracts cited in the literature show the use of sir or ma’am from EMDs to callers (e.g. see Zimmerman 1992: 430, Extract 7 line 4; and 431, Extract 9, line 6). Although it can be expected that a security guard may refer to his employer or visitors as ‘sir’, this is an unusually polite address term from caller to EMD.

   b) self-reference as we rather than I, which reflects the caller’s predominant usage throughout this call, and brings off the effect of speaking formally as if as a representative of some organization rather than in an individual capacity (Compare the institutional use of we in other 911 calls quoted by Zimmerman 1992: We gotuh guy down here that's uh over intoxicated (a Greyhound bus depot security guard Zimmerman 1992: 454, Extract 55); We have an unconscious diabetic (bookstore representative, Zimmerman 1992: 455, Extract 57). He seems to be speaking as a representative of the household that employs him and not in any personal capacity. In line with this, he never self-identifies by name as some callers do (see data in Zimmerman 1992 and Clawson & Dernocoeur 2003).
c) reference to the person who may have witnessed the patient’s collapse as a personal doctor, which may be fitted to his earlier reference to the patient as a gentleman since both are formal and ‘distanced’ ways of referring to persons, consistent with the caller’s ‘institutional’ role and formal presentation. Other institutional representatives making 911 calls refer to the patient as a guy, an unconscious diabetic, a gal, or a customer (see data cited in Zimmerman 1992). These formulations contrast with other calls in which the patient is referred to as my wife, my husband, my brother, or my sister, and other people present are referred to as my son, my daughter, my sister (again, all in Zimmerman 1992), thereby evoking personal, familial relationships in contradistinction to the formal relationships evoked by a gentleman and a personal doctor. The indefinite article a (where his personal doctor would have been possible) is another aspect of the ‘formality’ of this person reference.

d) Finally, the turn-initial yes claims that the speaker is answering with a preferred response, since the question is formatted grammatically to prefer a yes answer, and also prefers yes in terms of the action it is designed to implement (Schegloff 2007c: 58-63). Note that when the question is recycled (line 66), the recycled answer is instead no-prefaced. This revised answer acknowledges (as the initial answer in our target turn does not) that the question is designed to elicit a description of what happened. Whereas the turn-initial no admits that the answer will not advance the course of action the question has set in motion, the turn-initial yes in our target line claims cooperation that is not then delivered – a claim to cooperation that contributes to the ‘politeness’ of the turn.

In sum, then, unlike resistant turns in other emergency calls (e.g., ‘You don’t know what the fuck you’re even talking about’, Tracy & Tracy 1998: 246, Call 1, lines 46-47), this caller’s resistance is not visible/audible primarily through the composition of

---

2 One feature of this emergency call and others featuring celebrity patients is that although the possibility exists for use of a recognitional person reference, the celebrity is never referred to by name (i.e. the caller does not say we have Michael Jackson here... (lines 17-18) but we have a gentleman here...). In other 911 calls, for example, Tiger Woods (the famous golfer who drove his car into a tree) is referred to as a neighbor (I have a neighbor he hit the tree, http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2009/11/29/tiger-woods-911-call-audi_n_372977.html); Brittany Murphy (the actress who collapsed and died at her home) is initially referred to as somebody (somebody’s passed out) and subsequently as my daughter (my daughter’s passed out) (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5pnHf0_b6-U); and Casey Johnson (heiress of Johnson & Johnson) is also referred to as somebody (I have somebody who I believe has just died) (http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2010/01/09/casey-johnson-911-call-re_n_417520.html). Media commentators have noted that ‘Even as Jackson lay dying, Alvarez would not break his ban on public use of his name, referring to him as “a gentleman”’ (Graham and Boffey 2009) and have used this observation – along with the fact that his neighbours said he had never revealed the name of his employer to them – as evidence that he was ‘fiercely loyal’. However, recognitional reference forms (in particular, names) are not normally used when 911 calls are made on behalf of celebrities. This may be partly motivated by concerns about privacy or by anxiety that a claim to be calling on behalf of a celebrity may cast doubt on the authenticity of the call. More generally, though, withholding the unique identity of the patient (as opposed to medically-relevant features such as their age and gender) demonstrates understanding that it is not relevant to emergency medical treatment. We have located only one call in which a recognitional person reference form (the name of the patient, who is not a celebrity) is treated as relevant, and that is a call in which the EMD who takes the call is the mother of the young man who has been shot and whose voice is recognised by the caller (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YHT2nUhanyM).
the turn, but rather through the action that its composition is designed to accomplish in its sequential context.\(^3\)

### 3.3. The categorical person reference

We have seen so far that the categorical person reference *a personal doctor* is selected in designing a turn that is (as we have shown) analysably resistant (albeit in a polite/formal manner) both to the emergency medical dispatcher’s proposed course of action (instruction in CPR) and – whether or not designedly so – to his immediately prior question. We now turn to the category label itself. As Schegloff (2007a: 469) has said, ‘Why actually should one care all that much about these terms and their deployment? What is the big deal about which ‘category label’ ... is applied to someone?’

We begin by reiterating – with specific application to this particular case – what other conversation analysts have already articulated. Given what we now know about the identity of the person to whom the caller is referring (Dr. Conrad Murray), it is apparent that there are a number of other descriptively accurate categorical terms that could – depending on the extent of the caller’s knowledge at the time – have been used to do referring. These include (from a quick trawl of internet sources) ‘an African American’, ‘a Freemason’, ‘a child support defaulter’, ‘a bankrupt’, and ‘a serial philanderer’. The question we ask as conversation analysts is: What is it that ‘We have a personal doctor here with him sir’ accomplishes in this interactional context.

As cultural members, we know that a *doctor* (rather than, say, a *Freemason*) is just the category of person to have around in a medical emergency, and so it would be easy to provide a vernacular gloss (in place of analysis) based on the kind of ‘conceptual stipulation’ that Schegloff (2007a: 479) critiques. Instead, we will now use the analyses we have developed thus far to arrive at an empirically grounded analysis that shows how this category is selected and deployed in this particular sequential context and how the inferences associated with it are displayed and oriented to by the interlocutors. We focus now on that part of the interaction (extract 8).

(8) (Call to 911 Emergency Service made on 25 June 2009)

```
   (0.2)
  54 EMD:  [Oh y’have a] doctor th[{e}\_]
  55 (.)
  56 Clr:   Yes. But he’s not responding to anything. To no: .hh no:
  57       He’s not responding to: C P R or anyth[ng.]
   [Oh:]:: Oka:y.
  59       Well we’re on our way th[{e}\_]. If your guys’re doing
```

\(^3\) Note that comparing turn designs across interactions is absolutely standard practice in conversation analytic research. At its most basic, it is how data collections are compiled and analysed. For a justification and explanation of the value of comparing talk in a target interaction with talk in other similar interactions, see Kitzinger 2008.
Using a category to accomplish resistance in the context of an emergency call

60 CPR and you’re (.) instructed by a doctor he has
61 a higher authority than me.

Referring to the person who might have ‘seen him’ collapse using the categorical formulation ‘a personal doctor’ 4 contributes to the ongoing resistance to initiating CPR (in a way that We have a Freemason here with him sir would not) by conveying, for the first time, the presence on the scene of a relevantly qualified expert whose presence might be taken to pre-empt the EMD’s projectable next actions, since this expert might reasonably be assumed to have ensured that necessary preliminaries to CPR had been performed prior to engaging in CPR himself, rendering both actions unnecessary on the part of the EMD.

The EMD’s response to this turn is hugely significant. He treats it as blocking the MPDS-governed trajectory upon which he had embarked and departs from his script. He stops (at least for now) pursuing the question of what happened to cause or precipitate the patient’s medical problems, receipts the prior turn as news (Oh, line 54), and produces a modified repeat of it (line 54) by way of checking his understanding. Understanding checks are explicitly described as deviations – albeit permissible ones – from the MPDS protocol:

Compliance to protocol shall mean the adherence to the written text or scripts and other processes within the approved medical dispatch protocol reference system except that, deviation from the text or script may only occur for the express purpose of clarifying the meaning or intent of a question or facilitating the clear understanding of a required action, instruction, or response from the caller. (Watson et al. 2003: 3)

After the caller confirms the EMD’s understanding as correct (yes, line 56) and continues with action of trying to get an ambulance (perhaps defending against the possibility that already having a doctor already in attendance might be treated by the EMD as a reason not to send help, lines 56-57), the EMD provides an explicit account for abandoning his attempt to give CPR instruction. Unlike almost everything else the EMD says in the course of this call, his account for abandoning CPR is not scripted. There is no provision in the protocol for abandoning or for failing to attempt CPR on an unconscious patient who is not breathing except when that patient is very clearly already definitively dead (e.g., decapitated or decaying). (It is possible that this unscripted account is designed not only for his current interlocutor but also ‘for the record’, since EMDs are subject to a continuous quality improvement program that includes ongoing random case review of each EMD’s calls for MPDS-compliance (Watson et al. 2003)). His account for discontinuing CPR instruction (and thereby

---

4 The description of this doctor as a personal doctor (as opposed simply to a doctor) may be designed to account for the doctor having been present in the period before the patient’s collapse (and hence possibly in a position to see what happened to occasion it) rather than only having been called subsequent to the collapse. It also conveys (though perhaps without having been designed to do so) both that the doctor is someone who already knows the patient and his medical history. Note, however, that in his understanding check (line 54) and subsequently (e.g. line 60), the EMD omits the word personal treating only doctor as relevant. The address provided at lines 6-8 may also have conveyed, again, without having been designed so to do, information about the wealth of the patient. Although there is no such evidence in this call, there are anecdotal reports that dispatchers untrained in, or non-compliant with, with the MPDS may orient differently to callers with addresses known to be in run-down vs. wealthy areas of cities (Clawson & Dernocoeur 2003).
departing from protocol) is designed to include a variant of the category label used by the caller, a doctor (line 60). In so doing he is referring to an unknown person using a standard method for so doing (use of a category) but also thereby providing an implicit account for abandoning the CPR script. This category label is part of and contributes to the explicit account in which the EMD articulates the relevant inferences associated with this category member (he is ‘a higher authority’ on CPR, line 61) that justify abandoning CPR instruction.

As Schegloff (1996: 449) states, ‘different forms of person reference can embody practices for implementing a range of different other activities’, that is, actions other than simply referring. We have seen that the caller’s use of the categorical reference formulation a personal doctor (line 52) contributes to the action of (polite) resistance to and blocking of the EMD’s attempts to provide CPR instruction. We have shown that the EMD understands it this way and subsequently uses the categorical reference a doctor to contribute to his account for abandoning the CPR script. In this instance, then, the use of a categorical person reference fundamentally alters the course of an interaction.

4. Conclusion

As Schegloff has said, categories are not mere taxonomic labels: ‘they are big-time players in how common-sense culture operates’ (Schegloff 2007a: 471), ‘the store house and the filing system for the common-sense knowledge that ordinary people ... have about what people are like, how they behave, etc.’ (Schegloff 2007a: 469). In the call analysed here the interlocutors’ shared orientations to the inferences associated with a member of the category doctor is profoundly consequential for their actions. We have shown that the category doctor is relevantly selected (by the caller) as part of displaying (and accounting for) resistance to an interlocutor’s proposed course of action and in order to interrupt that action trajectory. It is so understood by its recipient (the EMD) who immediately halts his course of action and then provides an account for so doing in which he makes explicit an inference associated with the category label. We have shown that (and how) this understanding of common-sense culture embodied in the category doctor is derived from and grounded in analyses of participants’ conduct.

Finally, this analysis is the first conversation analytic work on emergency calls to engage with the use of the MPDS protocol, and as such it updates our understanding of contemporary emergency calls and draws attention to the importance of protocols in shaping interaction. We recommend that conversation analysts who hope to contribute to changes in practice and policy in the management of emergency calls should become familiar with this protocol and the medical literature concerning its use.
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Appendix

Call to 911 Emergency Service made on 25 June 2009
(The caller is designated ‘Clr’ & the Emergency Medical Dispatcher as ‘EMD’)

01 EMD: Fire ‘n paramedics thirty three what is the address
02 of your emergency:
03 Clr: Yes Sir. I need to I- I- I need an ambulance
04 as soon as possible sir.
05 EMD: ‘kay Sir.=What’s your address.
06 Clr: It’s one hundred () North Carolwood Drive .hhh
07 Los Angeles California: hh Nine zero zero
08 seven seven.
09 EMD: Did y’say Carolwood?
10 Clr: Carolwood Drive yes: hh .hh
11 (1.5)/((Background conversation))
12 EMD: Okay Sir ‘n what’s the phone number you’re
calling from.
13 ((deleted material here))
14 EMD: And what’s the problem.=Exactly what happened.
15 (0.5)
16 Clr: Uh sir I have a: we have a: .hh a: a: gentleman
17 here that needs help and he’s not breathing
18 yet. .hhh he’s not breathing and we need
19 tuh- we’re p- tryin’ tah pump him but he’s not
20 (0.2) he’s not breathing’ so:
21 EMD: [ Oka:y.         ]
22 EMD: Okay how old is he.
23 (.)
24 Clr: He’s uh fifty years old sir.=
25 EMD: =Fifty: Oka:y. .hhh () He’s unconscious he’s
26 not breathing, he’s not conscious either:[r]
27 (He’s) not breathing’
28 (.)
29 Clr: Yes he’s not breathing sir.
30 EMD: Okay and ‘e’s not conscious either: he’s
31 [(He’s) not breathing’]
32 Clr: [ N o h e ’s n o t ] conscious si:[r.]
33 EMD: [O]ka:y.
34 ( ) .hh (1.0)/(Get ‘im on the floor)
35 EMD: Alright- >D’you have ‘im- What- Is ‘e on the
36 floor? Where is ‘e at right now:[h]<
37 Clr: He’s on the bed sir. He’s on the [bed:]
38 EMD: [Oka:ly let’s]
39 get ‘im on the floor,
40 EMD: Okay let’s get ‘im down to the floor:=I’m gunna
help you with C P R right no w oka: y¿

(0.2)

We need 'im to get- we need a: [ ( )]

on our way the r e. We're on our way. =I'm
gunna do [what I ]can tuh help you over the pho:ne.

[ ( )]

We're already on our way the:re. We're on our way.=I'm
gonna do [what I ]can tuh help you over the pho:ne.

[ ( )]

We're already on our way the:re. Did anybody see hi:m¿

(0.2)

Yes uhm we have a personal: doctor here with him sir.

[hhh (But-)]

[Oh y'have a] doctor the:re¿

(0.2)

Yes. But he's not responding to anything. To no: .hh no:

He's not responding to: C P R or anythi[ng.]

[Oh:]:: Ok:ay.

Well we're on our way the:re. If your guys're doing

C P R and you're (.) instructed by a d octor he has

a higher authority than me:.

(0.2)

[( )]

[And he’]s there on sce:ne. [Uh:m ] (0.5) w- was=

[Okay.]

Did anybody wit:ness what happened¿

(0.5)

Uh no. Just the doctor sir.

(0.2)

The doctor's been the only one here.

Okay. So'd the: doctor see what happened¿

Uuh umm d octor did you see what happened sir.

((from distance)) ( ) co:me.

Sir you just- .hh uh uhm if you can plea:se

uh [uhm]

[We-] We’re on our way. We’re on our way. I’m

just I'm just passin’ these questions on to my: p-

paramedics while they're on the way the:re sir.

Thank you sir. [He- he’s plumpin’ he’s pumpin’ his=

[ ( )]

=che:st but he’s not respondin’ to anything sir.

Ple:a:se ( )

Okay. Okay. We’re on our way. We’re- we’re- we’re

we're less than a mile away ’n we’ll be there shortly.

Thank you sir. Thank [you.]

[Oka ly sir. [Call us back if you

[ .h h h ( )

need any help. ( )

Yes sir.

((recordi ng ends))
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